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Jörn Vanhöfen
Robert Mann
The nine dramatic and unsettling photo-
graphs here portrayed large crumbling
spaces that could be considered ironic
landscapes. Mountains, beaches, a
prison—all scarred by decay and the
speed of modern life. A stone balcony
frames what at first looks like a romantic
mountain view, but, on closer view, re-
veals heavy machinery removing Carrara
marble from the mountain. Elsewhere, a
graveyard of burned trucks and tires
glows in a misty pink light; in South
Africa, dead tree trunks dot a sandy
beach and stretch into the water, sug-
gesting a long-ago disaster. Part of a
larger series, these images all seemed to
stand in for vaster, unnamed tragedies. 
Several photos featured the curving

arcs of cement expressways shooting
through the frame. Zurich #367 (2011)
shows a pink house tucked neatly be-
neath an overpass, a wisp of smoke com-
ing from the chimney as in a scene from
a fairy tale. Another building is hunched
under a freeway in Duisburg #111
(2009). In Gotthard #2754 (2010), a loop
of road seems to float above the green
valleys and foothills of the distant Alps.
At odds with their surroundings, these
roads suggest contrasting ways of life. 
The scale and subject of Vanhöfen’s

works readily call to mind Andreas
Gursky’s images of industry and com-
merce, but the comparison between the
German photographers only goes so far.

Gursky digi-
tally removes
what he
deems
unessential.
By contrast,
Vanhöfen in-
cludes it all.
His photo of
the Chicago
Stock Ex-
change shows
a whole
universe—
there are
traders in a
tight mass of
action near
the center of
the photo,
while below
them, others

nap at their desks amid a sea of papers
and the occasional Cubs banner. Prices
for lean hogs and live cattle scroll above
them. Vanhöfen lets the messy world
speak for itself. —Rebecca Robertson

‘Coherent Surface,
Radiant Light’
Bernard Jacobson
This elegant and lucid show testified to
the power of an imaginative, well-
conceived installation. Together the
works, by an unusual grouping of artists,
established surprising affinities and also
showed themselves to best advantage. 

Here light was considered not simply
as color or absence of substance or part
of nature, but also as space—such as
that residing between objects. By the
gallery’s front windows, three Larry Bell
sculptures stood sentry. Their glass-cube
tops seemed to attract and regulate light
from outside, as it passed through and
changed character with the time and
weather.  
Nearby was one of the late mono-

chrome painter Rudolf de Crignis’s most
magnetic blue canvases, hung low for
intimacy and surrounded by ample
space. Built on layers of paint applied
vertically and horizontally on a ground
of white, the work’s invisible structure
and texture seemed to create and radi-
ate light and air. 
Also demonstrating the power of po-

sition, Kazimira Rachfal’s “as under a
green sea” (2011), an oil on canvas with
graphite paint, hung like a tiny jewel,
demanding attention by virtue of its
compactness and its stunning green-
blue background and heavily worked-
over scratched gold center. Similarly,
Jake Berthot’s small, dark painting
Nightscape—Coming Day (2001–10),
occupying a wall of its own, was sur-
prisingly striking for its subtle yet
dramatic patch of illumination. 
By contrast, Vicky Colombet treated

light both as air, in translucent water-
color, and as material, in a textured oil-
and-wax on canvas, where she actually
shapes illumination. 
Beyond pure abstraction, there was the

suggestion of landscape in the relief

Jörn Vanhöfen, Zürich #367, 2011, chromogenic dye coupler print, 48" x 58". 
Robert Mann.

Larry Bell cubes, all 2007, flanking Rudolf de Crignis, Painting #99-35, 1999, oil on canvas, 60" x 60". 
Bernard Jacobson. 
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paintings of William Tillyer,
who alludes to nature in the
light-altering patterns of his
surfaces and structures. 
Several artists here saw

light more concretely, includ-
ing Marc Vaux, whose illumi-
nating geometry gives literal
form to color; Bram Bogart,
who traps light in the form of
thick white impasto; and
James Hayward, whose rich
white strokes offer the visual
titillation of a bowl of stiffen-
ing whipped cream.

—Barbara A. MacAdam

Mia
Westerlund
Roosen
Betty Cuningham
It has been a genuine pleasure to wit-
ness the evolution of Mia Westerlund
Roosen's sculptures over the last few
decades and to get a sense of the delib-
erate diversity of her output. Seen in a
small-scale retrospective like this, how-
ever, a striking common thread emerges,
and that is the artist’s eagerness to dis-
rupt the expectations of good taste, as
she works in such gruff mediums as
copper, concrete, felt, lead, and plaster.
This was perhaps most obvious in pieces
like the appropriately titled mixed-
media Warts and All (2010). Though the
work has no directly representational
elements, it resists an entirely abstract
reading, suggesting a sci-fi creature dis-
playing its viscera on the outside and
sprouting an ear on one corner and a
pair of eyeballs somewhere else. The
color falls in a particularly stomach-
turning middle ground between choco-
late and charred flesh. The work is
strangely compelling—rather like an ac-
cident on the freeway.
The curatorial decision to have Warts

and All as one of the first sculptures en-
countered was an excellent one, because
it provided a basis for reading almost
everything else in the show. American
Beauties (2011) is a weird balancing act
performed by marble discs that swell
into something resembling candy-nip-
pled human breasts; Peel (1995) looks
like a tumbling tower of papadums; and
Pompadour (1986) is as attractive as the

pair of dancing turds that it conjures up.
Looking at these sculptures it became

obvious that Westerlund Roosen’s mis-
sion since the late 1970s has been to
subject the assumptions of modern
sculptural taste to a revision based in
kitsch and the more unpleasant aspects
of human physicality. This results in a
body of work that is as courageous as it
is provocative. —Robert Ayers 

Ran Hwang
Leila Heller
Clear and colored buttons and bright
shining beads animated Ran Hwang’s
many-splendored exhibition, transform-
ing a neutral white box into a kind of
dazzling pan-Asian garden. Hwang,
based in New York and Seoul, pins

countless buttons and beads
onto wood panels so that
they sometimes jiggle, creat-
ing light and shadow patterns
that shiver delicately, en-
livening the intricately com-
posed pointillist surfaces 
A coupling of art and de-

sign, these sparkling reliefs,
most from the past two
years, tap traditional Eastern
subjects, such as a postcard-
perfect blue-green palace in
Seoul with tiered, tiled roofs,
and birds, like a phoenix and
eagles, one with spread
wings against a gold ground,
with trees and close-ups of
branches laden with cherry
blossoms. 
The most spectacular piece

was Garden of Water (2010),
shown in an abridged version.

It is a video and sound installation (the
music suggested by bells in a monastery)
consisting of two clear Plexiglas panels
suspended from the ceiling. A chandelier
with candles made from crystals and
beads is pictured on the transparent pan-
els, which are overlaid by a projection of
luminous spiders building webs; they are
destroyed by a rush of water that also
extinguishes the candles. Then the cycle
begins again, reiterating the theme of
evanescence and rebirth that recurred
throughout the show.
A silver seated Buddha, one arm resting

gracefully on its knee, reminded viewers
that Hwang’s practice is rooted in medita-
tive rituals as well as in the decorative—a
decorativeness that, despite the familiar-
ity of the imagery, is irresistible.

—Lilly Wei

Mia Westerlund Roosen, Warts and All, 2010, mixed media, 18" x 18" x 22". 
Betty Cuningham.

Ran Hwang, East Wind, 2012, buttons, beads, pins on wood panel, 70" x 141". Leila Heller.


